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Space is everything that's around ptanet Earth, and it's
bigger than we can imagine. When you took at the sky
at night, you can see thousands of stars. Did you know
that the 5un is a star, too? There are also billions of
other stars in space, and bittions of ptanets!

How many planets do you know?
What do you know about them?
What can you see betow?

Now read and discover more about space!
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Stars are huge balts of hot gas. A star with planets
around it is ca[[ed a solar system. Our Sun has eight
ptanets - this is our solar system.

Our Galaxy
Groups of stars are called galaxies. Each galaxy has
billions of stars. Our solar system is in a galaxy called
the MilkytVay that has 200 billion stars.There are
billions of other galaxies in the universe.

Our Amazing Sun
The Sun and all other stars are
made of two gases called
hydrogen and helium.
The hydrogen changes
into helium in a process

called nuclear fusion. This
process produces heat and
light. Our Sun is about
150 million kilometers
away from Earth, but it's
hot enough to burn you

at the beach! Plants on
Earth use energy from the
Sun to grow. Animals and
also get their energy from
because they eat plants.

Earth and the Sun

people
the Sun

A planet goes around, or orbits,
a star. It takes our planet Earth
one year to orbit the Sun.
A planet also turns on its
axis. It takes Earth 24 hours
to do a complete turn on
its axis. \fhen a place on
Earth is opposite the Sun,
it's daytime in that place.

The universe is everything that exists - alt the
stars in all the gataxies. lt appeared in a single
moment, catled the Big Bang, about 14 bittion
years ago. Before then, there were no stars.
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All the planets in our solar systcm orbit t l-rc Sun.
A year is the time that it takes a planct to orbit the
Sun - it 's 365 days for E,arth. Mercurv antl Vcnus are
near the Sun, so they have shorter ycars bccausc they
travel a shorter distance around thc Sr-rn. A vcar on
Mercury is the same as 88 days on Ilarth. I)lancts
that are further from the Sun have longcr orl-rits.
A year on Neptune is the same as I (r5 vclirs on l iarth.

Each planet in our solar system is different, but

Mercury, Venus, and Mars are rocky planets like

Earth. If you landed on these planets, you would

find rocks, and you could walk around on them.

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune are called gas

giants. They are much bigger than the rocky planets,

and they are made mostly of gas.

Astronomers have discovered five dwarf planets in our

solar system. Dwarf planets are l ike very small planets

and they orbit the Sun. The biggest dwarf planet is

cal led Er is,  and i t 's  2,500 ki lometers across.

The most famous dwarf ptanet is Ptuto. l t  was discovered
in 1930, and for more than 70 years, i t  was cal led the ninth
ptanet in the solar system. Now it 's ca[[ed a dwarf ptanet.
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The inner ptanets in our solar system are Mercury Venus,
Earth, and Mars. They are the nearest planets to the Sun
and they are made of rocks and soil. Venus, Earth, and
Mars have gas around them, called atmosphere.

Mercu ry
Mercury is the smallest planet in the solar system and
it doesn't have an atmosphere. A planet's atmosphere
traps the Sun's heat, and keeps the temperature warm
at night. Mercury is very hot in the daytime because
it's the nearest planet to the Sun, but it's very cold at
night. \When the temperature on one half of Mercury
is 427 degrees centigrade, the other half is minus
173 degrees!

Venus
Vcnus is the second planet from the Sun, and the

ncarest planet to Earth, but it would not be a nice

place to visit! Pressure is the force or weight of

something on your body. Venus has more gas in

its atmosphere than Earth, and all that gas creates

pressure. If astronauts visitedVenus, the pressure

would kill them.

In the atmosphere aroundVenus, a gas called carbon

dioxide traps heat from the Sun. The temperature on

Venus rs 462 degrees centigrade - that's hotter than

a pizza oven!The sky onVenus is yellow

because there are clouds of

sulphuric acid. This
dangerous chemical
can burn metal.
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E,arth is our home, and it's the third planet from the
Sun. Billions of years ago, Earth was very hot. Later,
the planet became cooler and oceans of water formed.
Life began in these oceans about 3.5 billion years ago.

Earth is a great place for life because it isn't too hot or
too cold for liquid water. Plants, animals, and people
need liquid water to live, and they also need oxygen.
Most of the gas in E,arth's atmosphere is nitrogen,
but 20.7%o is oxygen.

A moon orbits a planet, and often looks like a small
planet. Earth has one moon, but some planets have
a lot. Our Moon takes 27 days to orbit Earth. Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune all have moons, too.

MAr -\
t\tars is the fourth planet from the Sun and it has two

snrall moons. Mars is smaller than Earth and it 's called

tlrc red planet because chemicals make the soil red.

Mars has some amazing places. Mons Olympus is a

volcano, and it 's 25 kilometers high!That's three times

higher than Mount Everest, the highest mountain on

trarth.TheValles Marineris is a huge canyon. It 's ten

times longer and three times deeper than the Grand

Canyon, the biggest canyon on Earth!

':l';rt.;r f-i
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The four outer planets in our solar system are the farthest
away from the Sun, and they are Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune. Do you know what they are made of?

Gas Giants
The outer planets are bigger than the inner planets,
and they don't have a rocky surface. \We call them gas
giants because they are made of hydrogen, helium,
and other gases around a rocky center. Inside these
planets, pressure changes the gases into a liquid.

Jupiter
Iupiter is the fifth planet from the Sun. It's the

biggest planet in our solar system, and it's more than

a thousand times bigger than Earth! Jupiter has about

60 moons, and some of them are bigger than planets.

Huge storms move clouds of gas around Jupiter, and

they make beautiful colors in the atmosphere. Jupiter
has a big red circle of storm clouds called the red spot.

This is the biggest storm in our solar system. Storms

on Earth can last for days, but this storm started

300 years ago and it hasn't finished yet!

Jupiter and the other gas
giants have a lot of moons.
Scientists are discovering
new moons all the time.



Satu rn

Saturn is the second biggest planet in our solar

Uranus and Nept i rn#
Uranus is the seventh planet in the solar system.
It's 2.4 billion kilometers from the Sun! If you travel
another 2 billion kilometers out into space, you will
reach Neptune, the farthest planet from the Sun.

Uranus and Neptune are far from the Sun, so they
are very cold. The temperature on Neptune is minus
214 degrees centigrade. Both planets are made mostly
of gas, like Jupiter and Saturn, but different chemicals
in their atmospheres make them green and blue.

system and the sixth planet from the Sun. There are
thousands of rings around Saturn. The farthest ring
is millions of kilometers from Saturn. The rings are
made of bill ions of pieces of dust and ice. Some
pieces of ice are very small, and some are bigger than
houses. Saturn's rings are different colors because of
chemicals in the ice.

Saturn has about 60 moons. The biggest moon is
called Titan. Titan has atmosphere, clouds, and lakes,
but the lakes are made of chemicals. not water.

,aa 
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\g Jupiter, Uranus, and Neptune also have rings, but they

aren't as big or as beautiful as the rings around Saturn.

LJranus ];,.as 27 moons and
Neptune has 13.



There are two rings around the sun, catted the asteroid
belt and the Kuiper bett. The asteroid bett is between
Mars and Jupiter. lt's made of rocks calted asteroids.
The Kuiper belt is further away than Neptune. rt 's made
of pieces of ice.

l*ffi-.

Comets are hugc picces ; rnt l  t l t ts l .  l t t t t l  s t t l l le t l l

them are 50 ki lon-rctel 's  t lL ' l 'oss.  (  .o l t t t ' ls  c() l ' l lc  l r t l t l r

the I (u iper bel t ,  or  l i 'o t t t  l t t t ' t l t t ' t '  r l \ \ ' i . tv  i t t  spacc, but

sometimes their  orbi ts br i r rs t l tc t t t  l tc t l rcr  l iar th and

the Sun. \When comcts c()nrc l tcLl l 'cr thc Sun, they

become hotter and thcy lcavc picces of  ice and dust

behind them. This is cal lcd a comet's tai l  and it  can

be millions of kilometers long!
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Some rocks in the asteroid belt are the size of h'uses,
but others are many kilometers across. when planets
come near them, or other asteroids hit them, these
rocks can leave the asteroid belt. Somctimes., they
travcl toward the inncr planets.

t
| -,d\-:i/ HaU,ey's Comet is a famous comet. lt comes near

Earth every 75 or 76 years. We wit[ see it again in 2061.



Meteors and Meteorites
Meteors are pieces of rock, dust, or ice that enter
a planet's atmosphere. They come from asteroids
and comets.

Most meteors burn when they enter the atmosphere,
but sometimes pieces hit a planet's surface and these
pieces are called meteorites. More than 11000 metric
tons of ice, dust, and rocks from space land on Earth
every year, but most of these pieces are very small.

Sometimes big meteorites hit Earth and make a huge
hole called a crater. Big meteorites don'r hit planets
very often, but they are very dangerous. In I gg4,
2l pieces of a comet hit Jupiter. Some of the
explosions were bigger than our planet Earth!

t r l fA
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W In 1908, a meteorite exptoded in the sky above.-7

the Tunguska River, in Siberia in Russia. No one lived
there, but a forest of 80 mitlion trees was burned.

About 65 million years ago, there were no people on
Earth, and the animals were different, too. Dinosaurs
lived here. Then one day a bright light appeared in
the sky. It was a huge meteorite. Some of it burned
in the atmosphere, but a piece hit Earth - it was
about 20 kilometers long. The meteorite crater is
in Chicxulub, in theYucatan in Mexico, and it's
180 kilometers across!

\When the meteorite hit Earth, there was a huge
explosion. Scientists think that fires and acid destroyed
most of the world's forests. Clouds of dust covered
the sky, and light from the Sun didn't reach Earth's
surface. It became very cold for many years. At about
the same time, the dinosaurs and 70% of all the plants
and other animals on Earth died.
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Astronomy is studying the ptanets and the stars, and
people who study astronomy are catted astronomers.
Do you know what they have discovered?

Ancient Astronomers
Thousands of years ago, people in places like China,
Iraq, and Greece used the Sun, the Moon, and the
stars to calculate the time of year and the seasons.
This is how they knew the dates of festivals and
when to plant seeds. Many people, like the Ancient
Egyptians or the Incas of South America, thought
that the Sun was a god.
They built beautiful
temples for the Sun.

Suntight fa[[s on the statues in this
Ancient Egyptian tempte at sunrise
on two days every year. These were

@,saac Newton discovered the
*force 

of gravity. Gravity makes things
fatt to the ground on Earth. lt atso
makes the Ptanets orbit the Sun.

Understanding the Solar SYstem
Most ancient astronomcrs bclicvcd that Earth was at

the center of our solar sysrcm.'l 'hcy thought that the

Sun. the other stars, and all thc planets orbited Earth.

In 1543,a Polish astronomer called copernicus said

that the Sun was at the center of our solar system, but

people didn't believe him. Later, other astronomers

like Galileo Galilei, from Pisa, now in Italy, believed

him, but important people stopped them writing

about their ideas. Almost 150 years later, a British

astronomer called Isaac Newton proved that

Earth orbits the Sun.

important days in the Egyptian catendar.
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Telescopes help people to learn about our
solar system. In 1609, Gal i leo used one of
the first telescopes to look ar rhe night sky.
He saw mountains and craters on the
Moon, and four moons around Jupiter.
The first telescopes were very small. Later,
people made bigger telescopes, and they
discovered new planets and moons.

\il71-rcn Galileo looked at a bright area in the night sky,
hc clisc.vcred that it was made of many stars. Later,
pc.plc discovcred that this is the center of our galaxy,
the MilkyWay. For a long time, asrronomers thought
that the Milkytvuy was the only galaxy in the universe.
Then in 1930, an American astronomer called Edwin
Hubble discovered another galaxy. Now we know that
there are billions of galaxies in the universe.

Today, astronomers usc huge telcscopes to study the

stars. They can see the l ight from galaxies bil l ions of

kilometers from E,arth. Astronomers use different

telescopes to look for other types of energy from

stars, called radio waves and X-rays. Astronomers also

use spacccraft to explore our solar system. Spacecraft

orbit or f ly past other planets and take photos' Some

spacecraft have visited other planets and moons) too'

ffi
-\ :11/ The Hubbte space Telescope

has orbited Earth since 1990.
It  can take better Photos than
tetescoPes on Earth because i t 's
outside Earth's atmosPhere.
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Water and Bacteria
l.if-e on Earth needs liquid

water, carbon, and gases like

oxygen and nitrogen. When

scientists look for life on other

planets, they look for Places that

have liquid water.

Bacteria are simple living things on Earth,

and they can live in very hot and cold places, and

even inside rocks. Scientists are looking for bacteria

on Mars and in other places in our solar system.

Life on Mars
It's very cold on Mars, so all the water on the surface

is ice. Many scientists think that there is liquid water

in the soil or even in underground rivers. Maybe

there is life on Mars, too. At the moment, robots

from Earth are exploring Mars and looking for life.

Martians!
A hundred years ago, telescopes were smaller, and itwas difficult to see Mars clearly. Astronomers thought
that they saw lines on the surface of Mars, and somepeople thought that they were canals. At the time,
people were building grear canals on Earth, like thePanama Canal in Central America.
Some asrronomers imagined aliens building these
canals and living in cities on Mars. people wrote
stories and made movies about aliens from Mars,
called Martians, visiting Earth. Now wc kn.w thar
there aren't any Martians, but we still 

'ral<c 
movies

about them!



Europa is one of Jupiter's moons and
it's covered in ice. The surface is very
cold, but scientists think it's warmer
inside. Maybe there are oceans
under the ice. Maybe there are
bacteria or other living things in the
oceans) too. One day people will
send robots to explore Europa and
to look for life.

I  i i ' . : i i . ,

Saturn's largest moon, Titan, is the
only moon in the solar system with
atmosphere. It has rivers, lakes, rain,
and clouds. These are made of
chemicals called hydrocarbons, and
scientists think that there is warer
under the surface of Titan, too.

Living things are made of
hydrocarbons and water. Maybe one

day we will discover life on Titan.

what do we know about life in other solar systems/

Astronomers have found hundreds of planets near

other stars) but they are still looking for a planet like

Earth. Some scientists think that there are lots of

planets like Earth in our galaxy' and millions in the

universe. Maybe there is life on some of them' On

another planet billions of kilometers from here'

maybe alien astronomers are

looking at the stars!

objects in the skY, catled UFOs' '''-

Some peopte think that they are alien spacecraft'

but they are usually things Like battoons or comets'

trtrGo to pages 46-47 for activit ies'



More than 450 astronauts have seen Earth
from space. They have done experiments,
visited the Moon, and taught us a lot about
our sotar system. Woutd you tike to travel
in space?

The First Astronauts
In L957, Russia sent the first rocket
into space. It took a machine called
a satellite. Then on l2'h April 196l,
another Russian rocket called
Vostok carried a small spacecraft
into space. Inside there was a man
calledYuri Gagarin. He was the
first person in space. His spacecraft

AStfOnaUtS On th{,: ,  fr , / ,{ ,r trrt

In 1968, asffonauts in the Apollo 8 spacccrali orbited

the Moon for the first time'-l 'hcn' on IulY 21" 1969'

rhe Apollo 1/ spacecraft landed on thc Moon' Millions

of people watched on television when two American

astronauts called Neil Armstrong and E'dwin 'Brlzz'

Aldrin stepped onto the Moon' It was an incredible

moment - for the first time in history' people walked

on another world.

Another ten American astronauts visited the Moon

between 1969 and 1972.They did experiments and

collected rocks and soil. They also drove a special car

called a lunar rover, or moon buggY!L
lr^

;1

,,1}orbited Earth for 108 minutes, and
then returned to Earth. Later,
Russia and America built bigger
and better rockets, and more
astronauts went into space.

f " l r

flf,y\{ry Today, hundreds of satettites
orbit Earth. We use them to study I,

I

the weather, to take photos, and I
to do [ots of other things.



Space Sh utt les
In 1981, a new type of
spacecraft flew for the
first time. It was called
a space shuttle. Space
shuttles can fly into space
many times because they
take off like a rocket and
they land like a plane.
They have taken very big
things into space, like the
Hubble Space Telescope.

Space Stations
A space station is a place in space where asffonaurs
can live and do experiments. The first space stations
were very smalr, but the Internationar space Station
(ISS) is much bigger. It was built in space. The
first astronauts visited it in 1998. Now, teams of
asffonauts from different countries live and
work on the space station all the time.

Living in Space
If you drop something
on Earth, it falls to the

ground because of
gravity. In a spacecraft,
astronauts don't feel
gravity because their

spacecraft is moving

very fast. This is called

zero gravity, and you

can float!

In space, things float, so

astronauts use a material called

Velcro'*'to stick everything to the walls. Astronauts

cook food in special containers, and they use a special

shower because water floats, too. They also use special

sleeping bags to stop them floating when they sleep!

Gravity makes you strong on Earth because you

exercise your body every time you walk or lift

something.Your body doesn't do this in space,

so astronauts can become weak. They have to use

exercise machines to keeP strong.

/{r lq{Li,J !

trffi
-qffi/ The ISS orbits Earth once every 90 minutes. lt's difficutt

*for 
astronauts to steep because the Sun rises or sets every

45 minutes. Astronauts wear masks over their eyes'

r&l
'il l'

* Go to pages 48-49 for activities.
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A hundred years ago, spee€'travel was
a dream. Now, people are living in space.
What witt happen in the next
hundred or thousand years?

Space Tourism
A few tourists have already visited space, but their
trips cost millions of dollars. Now, people have
designed special space planes to take tourists into
space. They are cheaper than rockets, but at the
moment, space plane trips only last a few hours. In
the future, maybe tourists will orbit Earth and stay in
space hotels. Maybe they will enjoy amazingviews of
Earth from the hotel windows, and play games and
sports in zero gravity, too!

Living on the Moon
\7e are building new spacecraft to take people to the
Moon. The first astronauts will visit the Moon in

about 2020, and they will stay there for a week.
Later, astronauts will build a Moon base. Scientists,
engineers, and astronomers will live in the Moon base
for months, so that they can do experiments. Living on

the Moon won't be easy. Food and equipment will

come from Earth, 386,000 kilometers away!There is

no atmosphere on the Moon, so people will wear space

suits to protect themselves when they go outside.

{ry_uia.

ffiM"r
1W The Sun produces a dangerous type of energy catled

radiation. Earth's atmosphere protects us, but scientists
must find a way to protect peopte in the Moon base.



Exploring Mars
$fith today's spacecraft, it would take asffonauts
about two years to reach Mars and return to Earth.
It would be very difficult to take enough food and
water for such a long trip, and the Sun,s radiation
would be very dangerous, too.

In the future, scientists will probably invent faster
spacecraft, and ways to protect the asffonauts from
radiation. The first astronauts will probably visit
Mars in about 50 years from now.

Radiation isn't a problem for robots,
and they don't need water, oxygen, or
food! Engineers are designing new

robots called robonaurs. Thev look
and move like people and they

can do almost everything that
,.., astronauts do.

\ If ir's too
diffrcult or
dangerous to

send astronauts
to a planet, robonauts
will go there.

ln a Thousand Years from Now
Maybe one day people will l ivc on Mars or in huge

space stations. There are lots of matcrials like metals,

ice, and hydrocarbons in our solar systcm. \7e can use

these materials to produce oxygen and water, and to

grow food. \7e can also make fuel for rockets, and build

new spacecraft. If we invent very fast spacecraft, maybe

we will explore other solar systems one day, too.

A thousand years ago, people traveled by horse, and

we didn't know that the world was round. In a

thousand years from now, we will have new

technologies and new ways to explore space.

What do you think our life will be

like?\Where do you think we will live?



Our Solar Systern
3 Read pages 4-7.

Complete the sentences.

axis sotar orbit g€+e)ry

write the words in order, from smatlest to biggest.

gataxy Otm"Wrytenet sotar system ptanet universe star

1

2

5

6

Circte the correct words.

1 The Bis Bang was about 14 mittion Z{$jjiit-l:Vears ago'

2 Dwarf planets orbit the Sun / other planets'

3 Mercury and Mars are made of gas / rocks'

4 Our gataxy has 200 bittion / mittion stars'

5 Nuclear fusion produces l,ight and gas / heat'

Answer the questions.

1 When is it daYtime on Earth?

2 What Produces the heat on the Sun?

3 Why is the Sun important for plants?

Why do the planets that are nearer the Sun have

shorter years?

3

4

1 Our sotar system is in a #;nhmy.d catted the Mitky Way.
2 Stars with planets around them are calted

systems.

3 Att the ptanets in our sotar system
4 A planet turns on its

Complete the puzzte. Write the secret word.
1 Ptanets, t ike Jupiter and Neptune, are cail.ed gas _.
2 _are huge ba[ts of  hot  gas.
3 The Sun is made of hydrogen and _.
4 _ ptanets are tike very sma[[ ptanets.
5 lt takes Earth 24 hours to do a complete turn on its _.
6 Att ptants on Earth get their _ from the Sun.

2->

3->

4->

$->

$->

the Sun.

The secret word is:

5 What is the biggest dwarf planet, and how big is it?



d The lnner planets
+ Read pages 8-11.

Write the numbers. Then write the words.

Mars Venus Mereffry Earth

tvtercury Fl mars ! tarth ! venus [-l
1 This planet is red. {r4;xu.m

2 This ptanet has a yettow sky.

3 This ptanet doesn't have an atmosphere.

4 This ptanet has oceans.

5 This ptanet has short years and long days.

6 This planet has some amazing ptaces.

Write true or false.

1 Some ptanets have an atmosphere.

2 Mercury is very hot at night.

3 The pressure on Venus is higher than on Earth.
4 Earth is the nearest ptanet to the Sun.

5 Ptants and animals need t iquid water.

6 There is tiquid water on Mars today.

*t'r".lg

Write the words.

carbondioxide temperature atmosphere
pressure canyon sulphuric acid

t how hot something is

2 the gas around a planet

3 it 's very deep

4 a gas that traps heat from the Sun

5 the force or weight of something on your body

6 a dangerous chemical that can burn metal

Answer the questions.

1 What are the inner planets made of?

2 What are the clouds made of on Venus?

3 Why is Earth a great place for [ife?

4 How long does it take our Moon to orbit Earth?

5 Why is the soi l  red on Mars?

6 What do scient ists think there was on Mars in the past?



6 The oute r planets
+ Read pages t2-L5.

1 write the ptanets in the correct order, from nearest to
farthest from the Sun.

Earth Neptune #!-eeury Saturn
Jupiter Venus Uranus Mars

r lo+ri f f f l
' t l l

t

2

3

f'u4i {i l'i:;ii i.y

2 Write the words.

ctoud lake ice ring rock storm

4

5

6

7

8

(%1 #4

*2 dm5
@6

3 Why is Neptune very co[d?

Circte the correct words

1 lnside gas giants, pressure changes the gases into a

t iquid /  ctoud.

2 Jupiter's red spot is a huge atmosphere / storm.

3 The lakes on Titan are made of chemicals / water.

4 Att of the gas giants have moons and rocks / rings.

5 Saturn is the second ,/ sixth biggest planet.

Match.

1 The outer planets
are calted .,

2 Titan is one of i
I

3 Jupiter is the biggest

4 Saturn's rings are

5 Neptune is the

6 Uranus has

made of ice.

27 moons.

farthest planet from the Sun.
" the gas giants.

planet in the sotar system.

Saturn's moons.

5 Answer the questions.

1 What is the difference between gas giants and rocky ptanets?

2 Why are there different cotors in Saturn's rings?

I



Write f for the Tunguska meteorite or C for theBocks and lce
+ Read pages 16-19.

1 Write the words.

meteor comet meteorite asteroid

1

2

3

This is made of ice and dust.

This is a big rock.

This is a piece of rock, dust, or ice that enters the
atmosphere.

4 This is a piece of ice or rock that hits a planet.

Complete the sentences.

ice crater dinosaurs tait rings rocks burn

1

2

3

4

5

There are two around the Sun.
The asteroid bett is made of

The Kuiper bett is made of pieces of
When a comet comes near the Sun, it has a
Most meteors when they enter the
atmosphere.

A big meteorite can make a

The

Chicxulub meteorite.

This meteorite ...

t hit Earth mitlions of years ago.

2 destroyed a forest.

3 was about 20 kitometers [ong.

4 kiLted a tot of animals.

5 exptoded in the sky.

6 changed the weather for a [ong time.

7 hit  Russia about 100 years ago.

Correct the sentences.

1 The asteroid bett is between Earth and the Sun.

2 A tot of comets come from the asteroid bett.

3 Comets become cotder when they are near the Sun.

4 We can see Halley's Comet in the sky atL the time.

5 Some meteorites hit the Moon in 1994.

[ , .

6

7
on Earth.

;** hm9t i* 9rs

t ime ago.
were big animals that tived a long

6 About 65 mitt ion years ago, there were no animats on Earth.



Astronomy
3 Read pages 20-23.

1 Write the words.

tetescope tempte seeds

Find and write the words.

1 show that something is
correct F$-#V#"

2 a speciaI day

3 think that something is
true

a buitding with statues
of gods

[ook around a new ptace

use numbers to f ind out something

it  can move things

spacecraft ca[endar

f e s t V a t e
o x s g n I o t
r f j k a p c X e
c a t c u t a t e
e o h a J X m e n
e X p t o r e m s
z s I a k r W p e
b e t I e V e t s
e V u (p I o V c) t

astronomer

#
ft
W

-Am
W
#

Complete the sentences.

discovered believed Sun universe
gravity believed important proved

1 Copernicus said that everything in the sotar system orbited

but nobody him.

2 Ga[i leo Copernicus, but peopte

didn't  want him to wri te about his ideas.

Newton discovered the force of
that Copernicus was right.

.He

4 Hubbte another galaxy. Now we know that

there are lots of gataxies in the

Write true or false.

1 Ancient people used the stars to calculate things.

2 Galiteo thought that the Earth orbited the Sun.

3 Gravity makes p[anets orbit the Sun.

4 The Milky Way is made of bitl ions of comets.

5 Hubbte discovered another universe.

What do you think was the most important discovery in
the history of astronomy? Why?

5

6

7
I
t
I7



x
€, Life on Other Planets
3 Read pages 24-27.

1 Write the words. UFO canal bacteria alien

Complete the sentences.

imagine covers underground simpte

1 Bacteria are l iv ing things on Earth.

2 We can l i fe on other planets.

rivers on Mars.3 Maybe there are

4 lce the surface of Europa.

Circle the correct words.

1 Life on Earth needs sotid / tiquid water.

2 Atthe moment, robots are exptoring Venus / Mars.

3 Scientists think that the inside of Europa is warmer / colder

than the suface.

4 The takes on Titan are made of oxygen / hydrocarbons.

Answer the questions.

1 Why did peopl,e think there were canats on Mars?

2 Why isn't there any water on the surface of Mars?

3 What are living things made of?

Do you th

why not?

2

Write Earth, Mars, Europa, or Titan.

1 These places have an atmosphere.

,  and

2 The surface of these places is ice.
and

3

4

Robots are exptoring this ptace.

These places have lakes on the surface.
and

5 Lots of living things are in this place.

ink we witt find life on other planets? Why or



T
3 Complete the puzzte.

1 In space, th ings -  when you don' t  hold them.

2 Astronauts sleeP in a sPecial -.
3 Astronauts don't feel - in sPace.

4 Astronauts have to use - machines to keep their bodies strong.

5 Astronauts wear a - to cover their eyes.

6 Astronauts use a specia[ - because water f loats in space.

7 Astronauts cook food in specia[ -.
8 Astronauts can become - in sPace.

4 Woutd you tike to live in space? Why or why not?2 Write true or false.

1 The first person in space was American.

2 Astronauts col[ected things from the Moon.

3 A space shuttle takes off tike a ptane.

4 A space station is where astronauts can [ive.

5 Gravity makes your body strong.

6 The International Space Stat ion was bui l t  on Earth.

People in Space
+ Read pages 28-gL.

1 Comptete the chart.

orbited Space Station
ree{tet Moon person

space shuttle

The History of Space Travel

L957 The first went into space.

1961 The first visi ted space.

1958 Astronauts in Apollo 8
for the first time.

the Moon

1969 Astronauts [anded on the
the f i rst t ime.

for

1981 The flew for the first time.

1998 The first astronauts visited the International

tF



Our Future in Space
3 Read pages 32-35.

1 Comptete the sentences.

Engineers Radiation experiments space suit

1 You have to wear a
in space.

to protect your body

is dangerous energy from the Sun.

3 Scient ists wit [  do in the Moon base.

are designing new robots.

2 Match. Then write sentences.

Space planes are -*:=_ invent faster spacecraft.
Robonauts stay in space hotets.
Earth's atmosphere t.., go to dangerous ptaces.
Maybe tourists wilt -- cheaper than rockets.
Scientists witl probabty protects us from radiation.

*Pftc;w, ffi$mfiir'ti i*r'"q;, c;$rr.;'*F::r l1=;rr'* q'{}*.bl*t*.

3 Comptete the chart.

exploring other sotar systems robots on Mars space tourism
finding atiens space hotels very fast new spacecraft

a Moon base space ptanes astronauts on Mars

4 Answer the questions.

1 What have peopte buitt to take tourists into space?

2 When witl astronauts go back to the Moon?

3 Why is it easier to use robonauts in dangerous ptaces?

This has happened:

This wit t  happen:

Maybe this wilt happen one day:

l

4 What do you think wit t  happen in space in the future?



1

2

A Planet Poster
lmagine you can visit any ptanet in the solar system.

Choose a planet and write notes.

Temperature
and vreather:

\rlh1 visit?

A Spanffi $f oteil edvert

1 lmagine a new space hotel. Write notes.

t\ t\ t\t\It\t\ t\ \ t\t\{\t\\.\\ \\ \\ \\\ \\ \\ \\ \ \ \
1 ls your hotel orbit ing Earth or is i t  on the Moon?

Moons and
atmosphore:

Things io
see and do;

\

Where ia if?

FocKl planet
or ga6 gianl?

2 How many tourists can staY there?

3 Do they trave[ there by rocket or space plane?

4 How long do they stay?

5 How is it different from a hotet on Earth?

6 What interest ing things can people do in the hotet?

7 Why is your hote[ a great place to stay?

Make an advert. Write about your hotel and add pictures
to decorate your advert.

Disptay your advert.

2

3

3

4

./

?roblams
and dangers:

Make a poster about the planet. Write sentences and
add pictures to decorate your poster.

Disptay your poster.

]
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acid a dangerous [iquid that can destroy

metal and burn skin
alien a tiving thing from another planet;

from another otanet
ancient from thousands of years in the past
appear to start to be seen
area part of a place
asteroid a big rock that orbits the Sun
astronomer a person who studies the

ptanets and stars
astronomy studying the planets and stars
atmosphere the gas and clouds around

a D[anet
bacteria very simple l iving things
believe to think that something is true
belt something that goes around

something
bright futt of t ight
burn to make flames and heat
catculate to use numbers to find out

something
calendar a record of the months and days

in a year
canal it 's man-made and [ike a river
canyon a deep valtey
carbon a chemical  that  is  in al l  l iv ing

things
center the middte
change to become different; to make

something different
chemicaI a solid or t iquid that is made by

chemistry
comet a big piece of ice and dust that

orbits the Sun
container we put things l ike food in this
cover to put something over something;

to be over something
crater a big hote in the ground made by

an explosion
deep going a long way down
destroy to damage something very badly

die to stop l iving
distance the space between two ptaces
dust very small pieces of dirt
dwarf a very smatl person or thing
energy we need energy to move and grow;

machines need energy to work
enough how much we want or need
enter to go into
equipment things you need, [ike machines

and tools
exercise what we do when we move to

stay heatthy
exist to live
experiment a test using science equipment
explode to suddenly divide into lots of

pieces
explore to travel to new places to discover

new things
explosion what you get when something

explodes
farthest at the biggest distance
finish to end
float to move slowly on water or in the air
forest a place with a [ot of trees
form to make or to be made
fuel something that we use to produce

heat or energy
galaxy a very big group of stars in space
gas not a sot id or l iquid;  a i r  is  a gas
giant a very big person or thing
gravity this makes sma[[ things move

toward bigger things in space and putls
things toward the ground on Earth

group a number of people or things that
are together

grow to get bigger
hote a space in something
huge very big
hydrocarbon a chemical made of hydrogen,

carbon, and other things
imagine to think of a possible situation
inner on the inside

ki[[ to make something or someone die

lake a big area of water
land to fly a ptane or rocket from the air

onto the [and
last to happen for an amount of t ime
tife att things that [ ive, [ ike animats, ptants,

and peopte
tiquid not a sotid; water is a tiquid
mask you wear this over Your face or

your eyes
material something that you use to make

other th ings
metal a hard materiaI made from minerats;

rockets and ptanes are made of this
meteor a material from space that enters a

p[anet's atmosphere
meteorite a material from space that hits

a ptanet
Moon base a place on the Moon for

astronauts to l ive and work
object a thing
orbit to go around something
outer on the outside
oven you cook food inside it
past many years ago
planet a large, round thing in space that

goes around a star
ptant to put seeds or ptants in the soil to

make them grow
pressure the force or weight of something

on another thing
process when things happen one after

another
produce to make something
protect to keep safe from danger
prove to show that something is true
reach to get to
rea[ that exists
ring a circle
rise to go up
rocky with a [ot of rocks
satell i te a machine that goes into space

seed the sma[[, hard part of a ptanu a new
plant can grow from this

set to go down
shower y<-rLr waslt yourselt with this
single ottc
size l row big or smat[  something or

sonteonc is
sky where the ctouds and the Sun are
soil the ground that pLants grow in

solar system a sun with planets around it

space everything around Earth and outside
Earth's atmosphere

spacecraft a machine that travels through
space

space shuttle a spacecraft that can go into

space many t imes
space station a ptace in sPace for

astronauts to l ive in
space suit speciaI ctothes that protect

astronauts
spot a round shape
statue a man-made shaPe of a Person,

often made of stone
step to put your feet on something
stick to join one thing to another
storm bad weather; lots of wind and rain
sunrise when the Sun comes uP in the

morning
surface the outside or the top of something
tai t  a long thing behind an animaI or a

comet
take off to leave the ground

technotogy the design of new machines

telescope a machine that makes things
look bigger

temperature how hot or cotd something is

temple a retigious buitding
trap to keep something in a place where it

can't escape
UFO an unidentif ied ftying object; we don't

know what th is is
universe everything that exists in space

and t ime
view the things that you can see from a

place l ike a window
weight how heavy something is
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